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CLUSTER ALGEBRAS ARE COX RINGS
TRAVIS MANDEL
Abstract. It was recently shown by Gross, Hacking, and Keel that, in the absence of frozen indices,
a cluster A-variety with generic coefficients is the universal torsor of the corresponding cluster X -
variety with corresponding coefficients. We extend this to allow for frozen vectors and corresponding
partial compactifications of the A- and X -spaces. When certain assumptions are satisfied, we con-
clude that the theta bases of Gross-Hacking-Keel-Kontsevich give bases of global sections for every
line bundle on the leaves of the partially compactified X -space. We note that our arguments work
without assuming that the exchange matrix is skew-symmetrizable.
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1. Introduction
In [FG09], Fock and Goncharov describe a geometric approach to the study of cluster algebras
by defining cluster varieties, denoted A and X . In [GHK15], Gross, Hacking, and Keel applied the
techniques of birational geometry to the study of cluster varieties to prove a number of powerful
results. One of the more beautiful such results is that, in the absence of frozen vectors, a cluster
variety At with generic coefficients t is the universal torsor over the corresponding leaf Xφ ⊂ X .
Roughly, this means that At =
⊕
L∈Pic(Xφ)
L (see §3 for more precise statements). In particular, this
means that the upper cluster algebra with generic coefficients Γ(At,OAt) is the Cox ring of Xφ.
The main results of this article (Theorems 3.3, 3.5, and 3.6, and Corollary 3.7) extend the Gross-
Hacking-Keel results to allow for frozen vectors and the corresponding partial compactifications of the
A- and X -spaces. Further partial compactifications are handled in Theorem 3.9. Such compactifi-
cations are important for many geometric and representation-theoretic applications of cluster theory,
e.g., those described in [GHKK14, 0.4].
As a consequence of Theorem 3.5, we show that under Assumption 4.1, every line bundle (up to
isomorphism) on our partially compactified X -spaces admits a basis of global sections consisting of
certain theta functions from [GHKK14]. See Theorem 4.2. In the language of [GHKK14], Assumption
4.1 says that the middle and upper cluster algebras of a certain compactification of Aprin are equal.
The author was supported by the National Science Foundation RTG Grant DMS-1246989.
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As a bonus, we note that all our arguments work without assuming that the exchange matrix from
the seed data is skew-symmetrizabe. The much weaker condition that the non-frozen diagonal entries
are 0 is sufficient.
We note the following previously-known and very important special cases of our results:
Example 1.1. The set of spaces XΣe which can be constructed from a seed with no non-frozen vectors
(i.e., Iuf = ∅) coincides with the set of toric varieties. In these cases, the realization of Γ(AΣ,OAΣ)
as the Cox ring of XΣe agrees with the homogeneous coordinate ring construction of [Cox95], and the
theta functions discussed in §4 are just monomials.
Example 1.2. Let G be a semisimple Lie group, B ⊂ G a Borel subgroup, and N the unipotent
radical of B. Then the basic affine space G/N admits a cluster (A-variety) structure via [BFZ05, §2.6],
and G/B is the corresponding X -space leaf. Corollary 3.7 in this case is the well-known statement
that the coordinate ring of G/N is the homogeneous coordinate ring of G/B.
In the case that G = SLr, [Mag15] shows that Assumption 4.1 does indeed hold. Magee concludes
that, for a given weight λ, the integer points of a certain polytope (what we call Ξλ) parameterize a
theta function basis for the corresponding representation Vλ of SLr. Interpreting Vλ as a line bundle
on G/B gives the conclusion of Theorem 4.2 applied to this situation.
1.1. Acknowledgements. The author would like to thank Man-Wai Cheung for helpful discussions
and for suggesting the project that motivated this work, as well as Sean Keel for helpful feedback.
2. Construction of cluster varieties
2.1. Seeds. A seed S is data of the form
S := (N, I, E := {ei}i∈I , F ⊂ I, [·, ·]),(1)
where N is a lattice of finite rank n, I is an index set with |I| ≤ n, E is a basis for a saturated
sublattice NI ⊆ N , F is a subset of I, and [·, ·] is a Z-valued bilinear form on N such that [ei, ei] = 0
for all i ∈ Iuf := I \ F . If i ∈ F , we say ei is frozen. Let Nuf ⊂ N denote the span of {ei}i∈Iuf .
Let M := N∗ = Hom(N,Z), and let MI := N
∗
I . Let {e
∗
i }i∈I ⊂MI denote the dual basis to E. We
have two maps p1, p2 : N → M given by n 7→ [n, ·] and n 7→ [·, n], respectively. For i = 1, 2, let pi
denote the composition of pi with the projection to MI (i.e., restriction to NI). Let Ki := ker pi, and
denote the inclusion κi : Ki →֒ N . Let 〈·, ·〉 : N ×M → Z denote the dual pairing between N and M .
We call S skew if [·, ·] is skew-symmetrizable, i.e., if there exist positive rational numbers {dj}j∈Iuf
and a skew-symmetric form {·, ·} on Nuf such that [ei, ej ] = dj{ei, ej} for each i, j ∈ Iuf . Most papers
on cluster algebras assume S is skew, but we will not need this. See §2.6 for more on the skew cases.
Assumption 2.1. Unless otherwise stated, we make the following assumptions throughout the paper:
(1) p2(ei) 6= 0 for any ei ∈ E.
(2) p2(ei) is primitive in M for each i ∈ F .
We note that a seed failing Assumption 2.1(1) can easily be modified to satisfy that assumption
by simply removing from E any ei in the kernel of p2, and this change would not affect the cluster
varieties we construct.
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2.2. Mutations and the construction of cluster varieties. Given a lattice L with dual lattice
L∗, let TL := L⊗ k∗ = Spec k[L∗]. For u ∈ L, let TL,u denote the partial compactification Spec k[v ∈
L∗|〈u, v〉 ≥ 0] of TL. We let Du denote the compactifying divisor TL,u \ TL (or its closure if we
further compactify). A choice of u ∈ L and ψ ∈ L∗ satisfying ψ(u) = 0 determines a birational map
µu,ψ : TL 99K TL defined by
µ♯u,ψ(z
ϕ) := zϕ(1 + zψ)−ϕ(u) for ϕ ∈ L∗.
µu,ψ is called amutation. See Figure 2.1 for a geometric interpretation of mutation due to [GHK15].
For a seed S, we have a so-called A-torus AS := TN = Spec k[M ] and an X -torus XS := TM =
Spec k[N ]. For each j ∈ Iuf , define µAj : AS 99K AS,j := TN and µ
X
j : XS 99K XS,j := TM by
(µAj )
♯ := µ♯ej ,p1(ej) : z
m 7→ zm(1 + zp1(ej))−〈ej ,m〉
and
(µXj )
♯ := µ♯p2(ej),ej : z
n 7→ zn(1 + zej )−[n,ej ].
These are the A- and X -mutations, respectively. For each j ∈ F , we denote partial compactifications
AS,j := TN,ej and XS,j := TM,p2(ej). We define what we call frozen mutations as follows: for each
j ∈ F , µAj and µ
X
j are simply inclusions AS →֒ AS,j and XS →֒ XS,j, respectively.
Given a seed S, we define the cluster A-variety A⋆ (or A⋆S if S is not clear from context) to be
the scheme obtained by gluing AS to AS,j via µ
A
j (restricted to the maximal Zariski open subsets on
which it is biregular) for each j ∈ I (including each j ∈ F using our frozen mutations above). AS,j
and AS,i are similarly glued via µ
A
i ◦ (µ
A
j )
−1 for each i, j ∈ I.
We similarly define the cluster X -variety X ⋆ (or X ⋆S if S is not clear from context) by gluing XS to
XS,j via µ
X
j for each j ∈ I. For each i, j ∈ I, XS,j and XS,i are glued only along the locus on which
µXi ◦ (µ
X
j )
−1|XS,j∩XS is biregular, even if µ
X
i ◦ (µ
X
j )
−1 is biregular on additional points of XS,j. As a
result, X ⋆ may be non-separated.
We will write A◦ and X ◦ to denote the spaces constructed like A⋆ and X ⋆ as above but without
applying the mutations for j ∈ F . I.e., they are the spaces A⋆ and X ⋆, respectively, minus the
boundary divisors corresponding to the frozen indices.
The ⋆-upper cluster algebra is the ring Γ(A⋆,OA⋆) of all global regular functions on A. See
§2.6 for a discussion of how A⋆, X ⋆, and Γ(A⋆,OA⋆) relate to the usual cluster varieties and upper
cluster algebra A, X , and Γ(A,OA), respectively, when S is skew.
2.3. An exact sequence of cluster varieties. Observe that for each seed S, there is a not neces-
sarily exact sequence
0→ K2
κ2→ N
p2
→M
λ
→ K∗1 → 0.
Here, λ :M → K∗1 is the dual to the inclusion κ1. Tensoring with k
∗ yields an exact sequence
1→ TK2
κ2→ TN
p2
→ TM
λ
→ TK∗1 → 1.
In terms of functions, these maps are given by κ♯2(z
m) = zm|K2 , p♯2(z
n) = zp1(n), and λ♯(zk) = zκ1(k).
With these descriptions, it is straightforward to check that the sequence commutes with mutations,
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µu,ψ
Figure 2.1. Let u′ ∈ L denote the primitive vector in the direction u, and let |u|
denote the index of u, so u = |u|u′. Let Σ denote the fan in L⊗Q with rays generated
by u and −u. The map L→ L/Zu′ induces a P1 fibration of the toric variety TV(Σ)
over TL/Zu′. The mutation µu,ψ is the birational map TL 99K TL given geometrically
by including TL into TV(Σ), blowing up the locus H
+ := Du ∩ V ((1 + zψ)|u|) (left
arrow), contracting the proper transform F˜ of the fibers F which hit H+ down to a
hypertorus H− in D−u (right arrow), and then taking the complement of the proper
transforms of the boundary divisors. In the figure, E˜ denotes the exceptional divisor,
with E being its image after the contraction of F˜ . The result of gluing the two copies
of TL via µu,ψ is given by the top picture minus Du, D−u, and E˜ ∩ F˜ .
including extending over the boundary divisors from our frozen mutations (cf. [FG09, Lem. 2.10] for
the skew cases without the boundary divisors). Thus, one obtains an exact sequence
1→ TK2
κ2→ A⋆
p2
→ X ⋆
λ
→ TK∗1 → 1.(2)
We note that we will repeatedly abuse notation as above, using the same notation to denote maps of
lattices, the induced maps of tori, and also the induced maps of cluster varieties.
For φ ∈ TK∗1 , let X
⋆
φ denote the fiber of λ over φ. In particular, p2(A
⋆) = X ⋆e where e denotes the
identity in TK∗1 .
2.4. Principal coefficients. We will also need cluster varieties with principal coefficients. For
S as in (1), define
Sprin := (Nprin, I, Eprin, F, [·, ·]prin)
by
• Nprin = NI ⊕M ,
• I and F are the same as for S,
• Eprin := (E, 0), by which we mean {(ei, 0)|i ∈ I}.
• [(n1,m1), (n2,m2)]prin := [n1, n2] + 〈n1,m2〉 − 〈n2,m1〉. Here, 〈·, ·〉 is the restriction of the
dual pairing on N ⊕M to NI ⊕M .
Then A⋆prin and X
⋆
prin are simply the spaces A
⋆
Sprin
and X ⋆Sprin constructed with respect to the seed
Sprin. Let p1,prin and p2,prin denote the corresponding p1 and p2. For future use, we note that
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p1,prin((n, 0)) = (p1(n), n), so
(µ
Aprin
j )
♯ : z(m,n) 7→ z(m,n)(1 + z(p1(ej),ej))−〈ej ,m〉.(3)
In particular, µ
Aprin
j commutes with the grading
deg(z(m,n)) := m− p1(n) ∈MI .(4)
Hence, deg induces anMI -grading on OA⋆prin . We note that deg is denoted w (for weight) in [GHKK14]
(cf. their Prop. 7.7), as zq is a weight deg(zq) eigenfunction for the action of TNI on A
⋆
prin.
Define π : Nprin →M , (n,m) 7→ m. Also, define p˜2 : Nprin →M , (n,m) 7→ p2(n) +m. Let λ and i
both denote the dual to κ1. We have a commutative diagram:
Nprin
π

p˜2
// M
λ

M
i
// K∗1
Tensoring with k∗ yields a commutative diagram of maps of tori. In terms of functions, π♯(zn) = z(0,n),
p˜♯2(z
n) = z(p1(n),n), and i♯ and λ♯ are both given by λ♯(zk) = zκ1(k). One now checks that the top row
commutes with mutations (including extending over the boundary divisors from our frozen mutations),
and so we obtain a commutative diagram:
A⋆prin
π

p˜2
// X ⋆
λ

TM
i
// TK∗1
(5)
For each φ ∈ TK∗1 and t ∈ i
−1(φ), let A⋆φ denote the fiber of i ◦ π over φ, and let A
⋆
t denote the fiber
of π over t. Then p˜2 restricts to a map p2,φ : A⋆φ → X
⋆
i(t) and further restricts to p2,t : A
⋆
t → X
⋆
i(t).
We note for future reference that A⋆t is the subscheme of A
⋆
prin corresponding to the ideal sheaf
It := 〈z
(m,n+n0) − z(m,n)zn0(t)|m ∈MI , n, n0 ∈ N〉.(6)
Here, zn0(t) means the evaluation of the monomial zn0 at the point t ∈ TM . Similarly, X ⋆φ is the
subscheme of X ⋆ corresponding to
Iφ := 〈z
n+k − znzk(φ)|n ∈ N, k ∈ K1 ⊂ N〉.(7)
2.5. Further compactifications. Let us assume that p2(ei) 6= p2(ej) for distinct i, j ∈ F . Let Σ be
a fan in MR whose set of rays Σ
[1] is {R≥0p2(ei) : i ∈ F}. For a cone σ ∈ Σ whose bounding rays
are generated by p2(ei1), . . . , p2(eik), ij ∈ F , let σ˜ denote the cone in NR whose bounding rays are
generated by ei1 , . . . , eik . Let Σ˜ be the fan {σ˜|σ ∈ Σ} in NR.
Now, in the construction of X ⋆, in addition to gluing XS = TM to XS,i for each i ∈ I, we can also
attach XS,σ := Spec k[σ
∨] for each σ ∈ Σ. For example, in the case where σ is the ray generated by
p2(ei), i ∈ F , XS,σ is the same as XS,i. We denote the resulting scheme by XΣ.
We analogously define AΣ, but using Σ˜ in place of Σ. Similarly for AΣprin using the natural inclusion
N →֒ N ⊕M to view Σ˜ as a fan in Nprin.
We note that the fibration λ of X ⋆ over TK∗1 extends to X
Σ. Similarly, the fibrations π and i ◦ π
of A⋆prin over TM and TK∗1 , respectively, extend over A
Σ
prin. We thus obtain fibers X
Σ
φ , A
Σ
t , and A
Σ
φ .
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2.6. Relation to the usual notion of cluster varieties. If S is skew, then for each j ∈ Iuf , we
can define a new skew seed µj(S) given by the same data as S except for E, which is replaced with
E′ := {µj(ei)}i∈I , where
µj(ei) :=
ei +max([ei, ej], 0)ej if i 6= j−ei if i = j.
One can mutate again with respect to any j ∈ Iuf , and in this way one obtains an infinite oriented
rooted tree T of skew seeds, with |Iuf | outgoing edges (labelled by the elements of Iuf) at each vertex
corresponding to the different possible mutations of the corresponding seed.1 The cluster A-variety
A of [FG09] (see also [GHK15, §2]) is then constructed by gluing the A-tori corresponding to the
different vertices together using the compositions of the A-mutations associated to the paths between
the vertices. Similarly for the cluster X -variety X , using the X -tori and X -mutations. The superscript
ft is added if one restricts to a finite connected regular subtree which includes S and the adjacent
seeds.
Our boundary divisors associated to the frozen vectors may be added by applying all the gluings
associated to the frozen mutations for each j ∈ F at any vertex of T. More generally, we could glue
boundary strata corresponding to cones in a fan as in §2.5. The case where Σ˜ includes the cone
generated by {ei|i ∈ F} and all its subcones agrees with the treatment of frozen vectors in [GHK15,
Construction 2.10].
Our A⋆ and X ⋆ in the skew cases are clearly subschemes of this A and X . Without the frozen
mutations, they are the minimal cases of Aft and X ft from [GHK15, Rmk. 2.6]. In fact, in the absence
of frozen vectors, our X ⋆ is what [GHK15, §4] denotes as X , and similarly, our A⋆prin and A
⋆
t agree
with their Aprin and At, respectively.
[GHK15, Theorem 3.9] says that X ⋆ actually covers all but a codimension 2 subset of any X ft.
If t ∈ TM is very general,
2 the same theorem says that the analogous statement holds for X ⋆t with
X ftt and also for A
⋆
t with A
ft
t . Similarly for A
⋆ and Aft if S is totally coprime.3 This agreement up
to codimension 2 ensures that spaces of global sections of line bundles on the pairs of spaces agree.
In particular, our ⋆-upper cluster algebra agrees with the usual upper cluster algebra Γ(A,OA) for
totally coprime skew seeds, but not for all skew seeds.
3. Picard groups, universal torsors, and Cox rings
For convenience, for each i ∈ I, we will start writing XS,i as simply Ui, and we will write XS as U0.
For each i ∈ Iuf , let Ei denote the exceptional divisor associated to µ
X
i . That is, Ei = Ui \ (U0∩Ui) ⊂
X ⋆. Similarly, for each i ∈ F , let Di denote the boundary divisor Dp2(ei) = Ui \ U0. We can view the
Ei’s and Di’s as Weil divisors in X
⋆ or XΣ. Let Ei,φ and Di,φ denote the corresponding intersections
with λ−1(φ).
Remark 3.1. When defining Weil divisors, [Har77, §II.6] assumes the scheme under consideration is
a Noetherian integral separated scheme which is regular in codimension one. In general though, X ⋆,
1Skew-ness of S ensures that repeated mutation preserves the assumption that [ei, ei] = 0 for all i ∈ Iuf .
2One says that t is very general if it is in the complement of some countable union of codimension 1 subsets.
3A skew seed S is called coprime if p2(ei) 6= rp2(ej) for any distinct i, j ∈ Iuf and r ∈ Q>0. S is called totally coprime
if every seed mutation equivalent to S is coprime. In particular, S is totally coprime whenever [·, ·] is non-degenerate.
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XΣ, and some fibers X ⋆φ and X
Σ
φ may fail to be separated. However, these spaces are all Noetherian,
4
integral, and regular in codimension one since the spaces Ui, i ∈ I ∪ {0} are. This is sufficient for
the definition of Weil divisors and principal Weil divisors to make sense. Furthermore, since each Ui
is locally factorial, so are X ⋆ and each X ⋆φ , as well as X
Σ and each XΣφ if Σ is a non-singular fan
(meaning that the rays of any cone of Σ are generated by part of a basis for the lattice). This is
sufficient for the correspondence between Weil divisors and Cartier divisors as in [Har77, Prop. 6.11],
as well as the correspondence between Cartier divisor classes and isomorphism classes of line bundles
as in [Har77, Prop. 6.15].
Remark 3.2. It will be useful to have a description of the above divisors in terms of equations. Let
Ii denote the ideal sheaf on X ⋆ for Ei if i ∈ Iuf or Di if i ∈ F . Then for any i ∈ I and j 6= i in
I ∪ {0}, we have Ii(Uj) = 〈1〉. If i ∈ Iuf , then Ii(Ui) = 〈1 + zei〉 ⊂ OX ⋆(Ui) = k[N ]. If i ∈ F , then
Ii(Ui) = 〈zn|[n, ei] > 0〉 ⊂ OX ⋆(Ui) = k[n ∈ N |[n, ei] ≥ 0]. The same equations reduced modulo Iφ
give Ei,φ and Di,φ.
We define maps W : MI →֒ Div(X
⋆) (Div denoting the group of Weil divisors) and Wφ : MI →֒
Div(X ⋆φ ) as follows:
W (
∑
i∈I
aie
∗
i ) :=
∑
i∈Iuf
aiEi +
∑
i∈F
aiDi(8)
Wφ(
∑
i∈I
aie
∗
i ) :=
∑
i∈Iuf
aiEi,φ +
∑
i∈F
aiDi,φ.
Theorem 3.3. The map m 7→ OX ⋆(W (m)) induces an identification of coker(p1) with Pic(X
⋆).
Similarly, for any φ ∈ TK∗1 , m 7→ OX ⋆φ (Wφ(m)) induces an identification of coker(p1) with Pic(X
⋆
φ ).
Proof. We do the proof for X ⋆, but the argument for X ⋆φ is the same. U0 = X
⋆\
(⋃
i∈Iuf
Ei ∪
⋃
i∈F Di
)
is affine with a UFD for its coordinate ring. Hence, as in the proof of the proposition on pg 63 of
[Ful93], W (MI) surjects onto the divisor class group of X ⋆. Given n ∈ N , let zn be corresponding
monomial on U0, extended to be rational function on X ⋆. We have valEi(z
n) = [n, ei] for each i ∈ Iuf
since [(µXi )
−1]♯(zn) = zn(1 + zei)[n,ei], and by Remark 3.2, 1 + zei cuts out Ei in Ui. We also see
from Remark 3.2 that valDi(z
n) = [n, ei] for each i ∈ F . Hence, for each n ∈ N , the principal Weil
divisor (zn) is W (
∑
i∈I [n, ei]e
∗
i ), i.e., W (p1(n)). All principal Weil divisors supported on W (MI) are
of this form (non-monomial rational functions will have zeroes and/or poles in U0), so the group of
divisor classes is given byW (MI)/W (p1(N))
∼= coker(p1). The claim follows using the correspondence
between the divisor class group and Pic as discussed in Remark 3.1. 
Remark 3.4. The case with no frozen variables and NI = N is [GHK15, Thm. 4.1]. Their argument
is directly in terms of Cˇech cocycles, using the identification Pic(X ⋆) = H1(X ⋆,O×X ⋆) (and similarly
with φ). This alternative argument generalizes to our setup using {Ui}i∈I∪{0} as the Cˇech cover.
Now, following [GHK15, Construction 4.3] (slightly modified), we review the construction of a
universal torsor as in [BH03] (due to [HK00] in cases where Pic is torsion free). Let X be a scheme
(either X ⋆ or X ⋆φ for us). In the case that Pic(X) is a free Abelian group, we can simply take
UTX := Spec
⊕
L∈PicX
L.
4It is not clear whether or not the cluster varieties A and X for skew S, as defined in §2.6, are Noetherian. This is
why [GHK15] frequently restricts to Aft and X ft, cf. their Remark 2.6.
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In general though there is not a natural product on this direct sum, so we use the following construc-
tion. Let Λ denote a lattice of Cartier divisors on X such that the map Λ→ Pic(X), m 7→ [OX(m)],
is surjective. Let Λ0 denote the kernel of this map. For our purposes, we will take Λ := MI and
Λ0 := p1(N), identified with a lattice of divisors via W or Wφ as in (8). In particular, for m ∈ MI ,
we may write m to mean W (m) or Wφ(m).
Now, for each m ∈ Λ, viewing sections of OX(m) as elements of the function field K(X) makes
RX,Λ :=
⊕
m∈Λ
OX(m)z
m
into a locally free sheaf of Λ-graded OX -algebras (here, zmzm
′
:= zm+m
′
for any m,m′ ∈ Λ).
Recall from §2.4 the map p˜2 : A⋆prin → X
⋆ which, when restricted to ASprin → XS , is given by
p˜♯2 : k[N ]→ k[MI ⊕N ], z
n 7→ z(p1(n),n). We extend this map by defining
p˜2|
♯
XS
: k[MI ][N ]→ k[MI ⊕N ], z
mzn 7→ z(m+p1(n),n),(9)
and defining p˜2|
♯
XS,i
to be given by [(µ
A⋆prin
i )
−1]♯ ◦ p˜2|
♯
XS
◦ (µXi )
♯. As before, we write p2,φ := p˜2|A⋆
φ
.
Theorem 3.5. A⋆prin = SpecRX ⋆,MI . More precisely, p˜
♯
2 induces an isomorphism
p˜♯2 : RX ⋆,MI
∼−→ (p˜2)∗OA⋆prin(10)
of MI-graded OX ⋆-algebras. Similarly, A⋆t = SpecRX ⋆φ ,MI in the sense that p
♯
2,φ induces an isomor-
phism
p♯2,φ : RX ⋆φ ,MI
∼−→ (p2,φ)∗OA⋆
φ
(11)
Proof. We first prove the prin version of the claim. Recall that OA⋆prin is MI -graded via deg(z
(m,n)) =
m − p1(n), so the degree m part OA⋆prin(m) is spanned by the terms of the form z
(m+p1(n),n) for
n ∈ N . We want to show that for each m ∈ MI , p˜
♯
2|OX⋆ (m) gives an isomorphism of OX ⋆-modules
OX ⋆(m) · zm ∼−→ (p˜2)∗[OA⋆prin(m)].
We use the affine cover {Ui}i∈I∪{0} of X
⋆ and the ideal sheaves from Remark 3.2. For each
i ∈ I ∪ {0}, we let U˜i = p˜
−1
2 (Ui) denote the corresponding preimage in A
⋆
prin. Note that U˜i = ASprin,i
for each i ∈ I and U˜0 = ASprin . By definition, (p˜2)∗OA⋆prin(Ui) = OA⋆prin(U˜i) for each i ∈ I ∪ {0}.
One easily sees that p˜♯2 is injective, so it suffices to check that
p˜♯2 (OX ⋆(m)(Ui) · z
m) = OA⋆prin (U˜i)
for each i ∈ I ∪ {0}. For i = 0, we have
p˜♯2 (OX ⋆(m)(U0) · z
m) = p˜♯2
(⊕
n∈N
k · (zn)zm
)
=
⊕
n∈N
k · z(m+p1(n),n)
= OA⋆prin(m)(U˜0).
Now suppose i ∈ Iuf . p˜
♯
2 as defined in (9) does not commute with mutations, so we will have to apply
[(µXi )
−1]♯ ◦ p˜♯2 ◦ (µ
X
i )
♯. In the copy of the coordinate system k[N ] used for defining Ui = XS,i = TM ,
we have
OX ⋆(m)(Ui) =
⊕
n∈N
⊕
k≥−〈ei,m〉
zmzn(1 + zei)k.
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We apply (µXi )
♯ to express this in terms of the coordinates for U0, resulting in:
OX ⋆(m)(Ui) =
⊕
n∈N
⊕
k≥−〈ei,m〉
k · zmzn(1 + zei)−[n,ei]+k.
Now applying p˜♯2 yields
p˜♯2 (OX ⋆(m)(Ui)) =
⊕
n∈N
⊕
k≥−〈ei,m〉
z(m+p1(n),n)(1 + z(p1(ei),ei))−[n,ei]+k
=
⊕
n∈N
⊕
ℓ≥0
z(m+p1(n),n)(1 + z(p1(ei),ei))−〈ei,m+p1(n)〉+ℓ.
Using (3), we see that applying ((µ
Aprin
i )
♯)−1 transforms this to⊕
n∈N
⊕
ℓ≥0
z(m+p1(n),n)(1 + z(p1(ei),ei))ℓ,
and this is indeed equal to OA⋆prin(m)(U˜i).
Finally, suppose i ∈ F . Then
p˜♯2 (OX ⋆(m)(Ui)) = p˜
♯
2
 ⊕
n∈N
[n,ei]≥−〈ei,m〉
k · zmzn

=
⊕
n∈N
〈ei,m+p1(n)〉≥0
k · p˜♯2(z
mzn)
=
⊕
n∈N
〈(ei,0),(m+p1(n),n)〉≥0
k · z(m+p1(n),n),
where 〈·, ·〉 in the last line is the dual pairing between Nprin andMprin. Since 〈(ei, 0), (m+p1(n), n)〉 =
valD(ei,0)(z
(m+p1(n),n)), we see that the last line above is equal to OA⋆prin(m)(U˜i), as desired.
For the claim over φ, recall from Remark 3.2 that Ei,φ and Di,φ are cut out by the same equations
as Ei and Di, just reduced modulo Iφ. The claim now follows from the commutativity of (5). 
We now want to take a quotient ofRX,Λ which identifies the degreem and degreem′ parts whenever
m−m′ ∈ Λ0 (i.e., whenever OX(m) ∼= OX(m′)). Let ρ : Λ0 → K(X)× be a homomorphism of Abelain
groups such that for each m0 ∈ Λ0 and m ∈ Λ, we have ρ(m0)OX(m) ⊆ OX(m+m0). This gives what
one calls a “shifting family” (ρλ in [GHK15, Construction 4.3] corresponds to multiplication by our
ρ(λ)zλ). One then defines a sheaf IX,Λ,ρ ⊂ RX,Λ on X by taking IX,Λ,ρ(U) to be the ideal generated
by elements of the form f − fρ(m0)z
m0 for f ∈ RX,Λ(U) and m ∈ Λ0. Finally, we can define the
universal torsor to be
UTX := SpecRX,Λ/IX,Λ,ρ.
Theorem 3.6. For any φ ∈ TK∗1 and any t ∈ i
−1(φ) ⊂ TM , p˜
♯
2 induces an isomorphism UTX ⋆φ
∼= A⋆t .
We note that in the special case of a skew seed without frozen variables and with NI = N , this
and Theorem 3.5 together are essentially [GHK15, Thm. 4.4].
Proof. Given Theorem 3.5, this amounts to showing that generators for the ideal sheaf It cutting out
A⋆t , as given in (6), are p˜
♯
2 of generators for a sheaf IX ⋆φ ,MI ,ρ on X
⋆
φ arising from a shifting family ρ.
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Recall the sheaf Iφ from (7). Choose any section s of p1, and consider the shifting family corre-
sponding to ρ(m0) := z
s(m0)(t)z−s(m0), m0 ∈ p1(N) ⊂ MI , where z
s(m0)(t) denotes the evaluation of
zs(m0) at t. The corresponding sheaf IX ⋆
φ
,MI ,ρ ⊂ RX ⋆φ ,MI is, in terms of the coordinate system for U0,
globally generated by elements of the form
zm−m0zn+s(m0) − zm−m0znzs(m0)(t)zm0 (mod Iφ)(12)
for m ∈MI , n ∈ N , and m0 ∈ p1(N). The relations induced by Iφ ensure that this does not depend
on the choice of s. Applying p˜♯2 to (12) yields
z(m+p1(n),n+s(m0)) − z(m+p1(n),n)zs(m0)(t).
This is a generator for It as given in (6), and all the generators from (6) can be obtained in this way
by varying the choices of m, n, m0, and s. Hence, p˜
♯
2(IX ⋆φ ,MI ,ρ) = It, as desired. 
For X , Λ, and ρ as above, we define the Cox ring of X to be
Cox(X) := Γ(X,UTX)
as in [GHK15, Def. 4.5]. If Pic(X) is torsion free, this is equivalent to
⊕
ν∈Pic(X) Γ(X,Lν). We have
the following immediate corollary of Theorem 3.6.
Corollary 3.7. For any φ ∈ TK∗1 and any t ∈ i
−1(φ) ⊂ TM , p˜2|A⋆t induces an isomorphism
p˜2|
♯
A⋆t
: Cox(X ⋆φ )
∼−→ Γ(A⋆t ,OA⋆t ).
Remark 3.8. Suppose S is skew. Then one can prove versions of Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 and Corollary
3.7 for the full and finite-tree versions of the A- and X -spaces with various conditions on S or the
generality of t, exactly analogous to [GHK15, Thm. 4.4 and Cor. 4.6] but now allowing partial
compactifications associated to frozen variables and not requiring NI = N .
3.1. Extension to the further partial compactifications. Now consider a fan Σ as in §2.5. If Σ
is non-singular (meaning that every cone is generated by part of a basis forM), then the above results
all extend easily to the partial compactifications associated to Σ. However, when Σ is not smooth,
XΣ will not be smooth either, and as a result, only a proper subset of Weil divisors will necessarily be
Cartier. Hence, whileW andWφ from (8) will still give isomorphisms of the divisor class groups of XΣ
and XΣφ with coker(p1), Pic(X
Σ) and Pic(XΣφ ) will only correspond to a proper sublattice. Namely,
if MΣ denotes the sublattice of MI which is identified with Cartier divisors by W (equivalently, by
Wφ), then W and Wφ identify MΣ/(p1(N) ∩MΣ) with Pic(X
Σ) and Pic(XΣφ ), respectively.
Now recall that OAΣprin is MI -graded. Let OAΣprin
denote the subsheaf spanned by homogeneous
elements with degree in MΣ. Letting p˜
Σ
2 denote the extension of p˜2 to a map A
Σ
prin → XΣ, we have
(p˜Σ2 )
♯ : RXΣ,MΣ
∼−→ (p˜Σ2 )∗OAΣprin
.(13)
Let A
Σ
prin := Spec(OAΣt
). It follows from (13) that p˜Σ2 factors through A
Σ
prin. We write p
Σ
2 for the
factor A
Σ
prin → XΣ.
Using the same shifting family as in Theorem 3.6, we get
A
Σ
t
∼= UTXΣ
φ
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for t ∈ i−1(φ), and so
Cox(XΣφ )
∼= Γ(A
Σ
t ,OAΣt
).
In summary:
Theorem 3.9. There is a sublattice MΣ ⊂ MI isomorphic to Pic(X ⋆) and Pic(XΣφ ). If Σ is non-
singular, MΣ =MI. Taking global Spec of the subsheaf of OAΣprin whose sections are MΣ-graded gives
a scheme pΣ2 : A
Σ
prin → X
Σ with an isomorphism (pΣ2 )
♯ : RXΣ,MΣ
∼−→ (pΣ2 )∗OAΣprin
. Furthermore, for
any φ ∈ TK∗1 and any t ∈ i
−1(φ) ⊂ TM , A
Σ
t
∼= UTXΣ
φ
, hence Cox(XΣφ )
∼= Γ(A
Σ
t ,OAΣt
).
4. Theta bases for line bundles
For a skew seed S, the main construction of [GHKK14], applied to a scattering diagram in
Mprin with initial scattering functions 1 + z
p1,prin(ei), i ∈ Iuf , gives a linearly independent collec-
tion {ϑq}q∈Mprin of functions in some formal completion of k[Mprin] (i.e., some of the functions ϑq
might be formal Laurent series rather than just Laurent polynomials). These can be viewed as func-
tions on some formal limit of A◦prin, or on A
◦
prin itself when they are actually Laurent polynomials
(recall from §2.2 that by A◦prin we mean what we call A
⋆
prin but without any of the boundary divisors
that we associated to the frozen vectors).
The definition of the theta functions and the fact that the initial scattering functions are homoge-
neous of deg = 0 (since deg(zp1,prin(ei)) = 0) implies that
deg(ϑq) = deg(z
q)
(a fact also used in [GHKK14, Construction 7.11]). Furthermore, since z(0,n) is invariant under the
initial scattering automorphisms (cf. (3)) for each n ∈ N , the same is true of all wall-crossings for the
scattering diagram used for constructing the theta functions. It follows that ϑ(0,n) = z
(0,n) for each
n ∈ N , and moreover,
ϑ(m,n) = z
(0,n)ϑ(m,0)(14)
for each (m,n) ∈Mprin. Hence, for each i ∈ F and (m,n) ∈Mprin,
valDei (ϑ(m,n)) = valDei (ϑ(m,0)).(15)
Let
Ξ := {q ∈Mprin|ϑq ∈ Γ(A
⋆
prin,OA⋆prin )}.(16)
Equivalently, Ξ consists of the q ∈ Mprin for which ϑq can be expressed as a Laurent polynomial
(rather than just a formal Laurent series) and valDei (ϑq) ≥ 0 for each i ∈ F . It follows from (14),
(15), and the fact that ϑ0 := 1 that (0, N) ⊂ Ξ and that Ξ is closed under addition by (0, N).
[Man] describes a generalization of the [GHKK14] construction which gives theta functions associ-
ated to seeds which are not necessarily skew. The above definitions and claims still make sense and
hold by the same arguments.
Assumption 4.1. {ϑq}q∈Ξ spans Γ(A
⋆
prin,OA⋆prin) over k.
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It is unknown whether or not Assumption 4.1 always holds, cf. [GHKK14, Question 7.17]. For skew
seeds, [GHKK14] says that “the full Fock-Goncharov conjecture holds” for A◦prin when {ϑq}q∈Mprin
forms an additive (k-vector space) basis for Γ(A◦prin,OA◦prin). See [GHKK14, Prop. 0.14] for a number
of conditions which imply the full Fock-Goncharov conjecture, including S being acyclic or admitting
a maximal Green sequence. If the full Fock-Goncharov conjecture holds for A◦prin, and if one makes
the additional assumption that every frozen index in S has an optimized seed (cf. [GHKK14, Def.
9.1]), then [GHKK14, Lemma 9.10(2)] implies that Assumption 4.1 holds.5 In particular, [GHKK14]
claims that these conditions hold for the cluster structures on Grassmannians, on a maximal unipotent
subgroup N ⊂ SLr, on the basic affine space SLr /N (cf. [Mag15]), and on (SLr /N)3/ SLr.
When Assumption 4.1 does hold, we also get theta bases for each A⋆φ as follows. Let s be any
section of p1. For φ ∈ TK∗1 and (m,n0) ∈ MI ⊕ p1(N), define ϑ(m,n0),φ,s := ϑ(m,s(n0))|A⋆φ . Then
ΘΞ,φ,s := {ϑ(m,n0),φ,s}(m,s(n0))∈p1(Ξ) is an additive basis for A
⋆
φ.
We note that ϑ(m,n0),φ,s is independent of s up to scaling. More precisely, for a second section s
′
of p1, ϑ(m,n0),φ,s′ = z
s′(n0)−s(n0)(φ)ϑq,φ,s.
Note that deg(ϑ(m,n0),φ,s) = m−n0. Recall that Ξ is closed under addition by (0, N). Let Ξ denote
the projection of Ξ to MI (equivalently, the intersection with (MI , 0)). Given λ ∈MI , let
Ξλ := (λ+ p1(N)) ∩ Ξ ⊂MI
and let
ϑm,λ,φ,s := ϑ(m,m−λ),φ,s = z
s(m−λ)ϑ(m,0)
∣∣∣
A⋆
φ
.
Note that {ϑm,λ,φ,s}m∈Ξλ is exactly the set of degree λ elements of ΘΞ,φ,s.
Theorem 3.5 now easily implies the following:
Theorem 4.2. Suppose S satisfies Assumption 4.1. Given λ ∈ MI , let Lλ := O(W (λ)) denote the
corresponding line bundle on X ⋆. Under the identification p˜♯2 of (10), {ϑq}q∈Ξ∩deg−1(λ) forms an
additive basis for H0(X ⋆,Lλ).
Similarly, for φ ∈ TK∗1 , let Lλ,φ := Lλ|X ⋆φ . Fix a section s of p1. Then under the identification p
♯
2,φ
of (11), we have that {ϑm,λ,φ,s}m∈Ξλ forms an additive basis for H
0(X ⋆φ ,Lλ,φ).
In particular, by taking λ = 0, we find that {ϑ(m,n)|(m,n) ∈ Ξ,m = p1(n)} is a k-module basis for
H0(X ⋆,OX ⋆). Indeed, this agrees with the construction of theta functions on X given in [GHKK14,
Construction 7.11].
We note that Theorem 3.9 implies that Theorem 4.2 analogously holds for XΣ and XΣφ if one
restricts to λ ∈MΣ.
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